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Ear trumpets were first used in
the 1600s by people who could
not hear well. A French man
called Jean Leurechon described
them in a book that he wrote in
1634. Jean was amazed how the
shape of the ear trumpet helped
to make sounds louder.
An ear trumpet
was a tube with a
wide cone shape
at one end. They
were usually
made from metal.
People would
hold the small
end of the trumpet to their ear
and would point the large
opening towards the sound that
they wanted to hear. The ear
trumpet would make sounds
louder so that they could hear
them more clearly.
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In Victorian times, an inventor
called Fredrick Rein started the
first hearing aid company. In his
factory he made ear trumpets
and speaking tubes. A speaking
tube was just like an ear trumpet
but with a longer tube. A person
would speak into the large open
end and the sound would travel
through the tube to the other
end that was inside the listener’s
ear.

Speaking tube
King John VI of Portugal could
not hear well. He asked Fredrick
Rein to design a throne with
speaking tubes built into its arms
to enable him to hear peoples'
voices better.
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In 1876, a Scottish scientist called
Alexander Graham Bell had a few
members of his family who were
deaf. Alexander wondered if he
could make a device that used
electricity to help them hear.
Through his experiments, he
invented a machine that could
send sound from one place to
another. This was the first
telephone.
A few years later, the American
inventor Thomas Edison improved
the design of the telephone to
make it louder. He invented a
microphone that turned sounds
into electrical signals, which could
travel along wires to a distant
loudspeaker.
An American engineer called
Miller Hutchinson had a friend
who became deaf after catching
the disease scarlet fever. Miller
thought he could use the same
scientific ideas used in Edison's
electric telephone to make a
hearing aid to help his friend.
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Alexander Graham Bell
Miller did experiments with
Thomas Edison’s microphone. In
1898, he successfully invented the
first electric hearing aid and he
called it the Akouphone.
Queen Alexandra of Denmark
had an Akouphone hearing aid.
She was so happy with how much
better her hearing was that she
invited Miller to her husband’s
coronation
ceremony
when he
became
King
Edward VII
of Great
Britain in
1902.
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In 1948, three scientists – John
Bardeen, Willian Shockley and
Walter Brattain – worked
together to invent a new, very
tiny, electrical gadget that they
called the transistor.
A transistor was really good at
taking the electrical signals that
had been made from sounds
using a microphone and making
them bigger.
Transistors were really small so a
company called Raytheon
thought they might be able to
use them, along with tiny
microphones, to make miniature
hearing aids.

These transistor hearing aids only
lasted a few weeks before the
transistor got damp, however
they were really popular because
they only needed a small battery
and were light and easy to use.
Scientists who worked for a
company called Zenith put a
special cover on the transistor to
stop it getting damp and then it
worked for much longer. Zenith
hearing aids were the most
common brand in the 1940s and
1950s.
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In the 1970s, the microprocessor
was invented. A microprocessor is a
very small computer that is part of
a tiny electric circuit called a
microchip.
A microprocessor was used to
invent the first digital hearing aid.
Microprocessors are also used in
mobile phones, electronic games
and kitchen appliances.

Digital hearing aids can be made
so small that most of the device is
hidden behind people's ears, with
a small tube to a snug-fitting part
in the ear. This tube also holds the
hearing aid in place.

Today, digital hearing aids also
have Bluetooth connectivity which
can connect them to mobile
phones and televisions without
using any wires.
Digital hearing aids are better
than earlier ones since the
microprocessor enables voices and
music to be heard clearly as it gets
rid of the unwanted background
noise signal.
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Hearing aids do not work for
people who are completely deaf.
In the 1970s, a NASA engineer
called Adam Kissiah started to
work on a solution that would let
people who are completely deaf
hear sounds.

Adam had
worked on
space craft for
the NASA
Mercury,
Gemini and
Apollo missions
and was an
expert on
engineering.
He went to the library every
lunchtime and every evening to
research the ear and become an
expert on hearing. Adam tried to
make links between all the
different ideas that he had until
he came up with a way that might
help completely deaf people hear.
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In 1977 he invented the cochlea
implant.
A cochlea implant is an electronic
device that is put inside the ear by
a doctor in an operation. It goes
in a snail-shaped part of the ear
that is called the cochlea. There is
also part of the cochlea implant
that sits behind the ear.
The outside
part of the
cochlea
implant
collects
sounds and
turns them
into an
electrical signal, which is sent to
the implant inside the ear. A
signal is then sent to the brain
and the person can hear sounds.
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